PROJECT OF DISTINCTION™
Signature Voyager SHELTERS - San Luis Obispo, CA
SIGNATURE VOYAGER SERIES TRANSIT SHELTERS - Your community. Your style. Your signature.
The perfect fit TO REFLECT THE CHARACTER OF YOUR COMMUNITY

Listening to the needs of their client, Tolar Manufacturing Company designed and adapted
the San Luis Obispo RTA Transit project with comfort in mind.

Location
San Luis Obispo Regional Transit Authority (RTA)
provides intercommunity public transportation
from the cities of San Miguel to Santa Maria,
stretching across what is known as the Five
Cities area. According to RTA, the future of transit
in their community will incorporate the “SLO
lifestyle.” From the rolling vineyards, to secluded
beach towns, to multi-faceted communities,
residents and visitors will be invited to use
public transportation as an effective alternative
to driving their cars. One such project working
towards fulfilling this mission is the construction
of the RTA Transit Center.

Project
Tolar Manufacturing Company was thrilled to
provide the historic town of San Luis Obispo
with an RTA Transit Center for the downtown
area. Located outside San Luis Obispo City
Hall, on the corner of Osos and Palm streets,

the center brings comfort, convenience, and
ease of travel to its passengers.
Listening to the needs of their client, Tolar
Manufacturing Company designed and adapted
the San Luis Obispo RTA Transit project with
comfort in mind. Located at an intersection with
high pedestrian traffic, the transit center was
intentionally curated to maximize passenger
amenities for comfort and convenience.
RTA procured four 17-ft Signature Voyager
spoke-style cantilever shelters with integrated
steel strap benches and trash receptacles.
This shelter option allows for six feet of
adjustments in either direction providing
flexibility to accommodate maximum shade at
the installation site. Illuminated with low-draw
LED lighting, the transit center features two,
oversized, back-to-back media display kiosks
and real-time bus arrival information providing
critical passenger information.
Tolar Manufacturing Company worked closely
with the project designer to customize the
shelters of varying heights and widths,
including customized manufacturing posts to
accommodate for grade changes and flexibility
with installation.

A Word from our Founder
“This project proved particularly
interesting as our team developed
customized solutions for a street corner
that has a downward grade. Being able
to provide posts of varying heights while
taking ease of on-site installation into
account is a level of expertise we bring
to projects in cities throughout North
America.”
- Gary Tolar
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MORE PROJECTS FROM TOLAR MANUFACTURING
Creating bus shelters and other outdoor structures of durability and distinction that reflect the character
of your community . . . that’s the Tolar Difference.

San Diego, California
For almost three decades Tolar Manufacturing Company has been
fabricating bus shelters, street furniture, and digital advertising solutions
for the city of San Diego.
Currently, Tolar Manufacturing is in a multi-year contract to design
and supply transit shelters and advertising benches for the San Diego
Metropolitan Transit System (MTS). Under this contract 600 shelters
and 1,800+ benches are being produced over the next five years and
will be installed in communities within the MTS service area.

University of illinois - Champaign, Illinois
Tolar Manufacturing Company delivers bus shelters now installed throughout
University of Illinois as part of Multimodal Corridor Enhancement Project.
Tolar Manufacturing has designed, engineered, and manufactured nine new
Signature Sunset bus shelters for the Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District
(MTD). Located on the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign campus, the
shelters were specifically designed to reflect the character of the University
community.

Del Amo fashion center - Torrance, California
Tolar Manufacturing Company completed the design and fabrication of two
high-capacity transit shelters to go along with 27 smaller shelters created for
Torrance’s RAPID route. Guided by the company’s Sense of Place™ philosophy,
Tolar Manufacturing designed and fabricated the two 30-foot, high-capacity
transit shelters to help improve the ridership experience for daily travelers to
the Del Amo Fashion Center. The shelters are modeled after the company’s
distinctively modern Signature Empire series, which emulates the beautiful
aesthetics of the surrounding area to reflect the character of the community.
The modern shelter design with its perforated walls allows natural light and air
flow to accent these elements. The transit shelters include high visibility branding,
plentiful seating, lowdraw LED illuminated media display kiosks, under roof LED
security lighting and real-time information signs.

How can we help you make a difference in your community?
VISIT WWW.TOLARMFG.COM FOR ADDITIONAL IDEAS, OPTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Made in the USA. © 2018 Tolar Manufacturing Company
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All shelters, displays and street furniture are proudly designed and fabricated in Corona, California, USA

